Junior Sustainability sell-side Analyst
CDI

Missions
ODDO BHF is seeking to recruit a junior Sustainability analyst to support the growing interest of our
clients (asset managers) for ESG topics. The role will span a broad range of responsibilities from
company, sector and thematic research.
Joining a team of 2 full-time analysts based in Paris, your main responsibilities will be:
 Help integrate ESG (Environment, Social & Governance) criteria into financial analysis
 Contribute to our team’s proprietary knowledge of ESG factors and materiality. Maintain frequent
and visible research publications on various formats: ESG comments on stocks, on sector covered
/ thematic papers / green & sustainable impact metrics, etc.
 Take responsibility of some specific thematic (to be defined with the team).
 Identifying new areas of sustainability related impact on investment.
 Develop expertise within industry sectors and relevant peer groups of companies.
 Organize dedicated ESG-related client events, expert meetings, corporate or analyst roadshows.
 Assist in creating a productive, collaborative and innovative team culture, including facilitating
the team’s professional development.
This experience is a unique opportunity to take part in the current integration of sustainability issues into
the financial world. It will require a strong commitment on your part and will allow you to gain autonomy
and expertise very quickly. This position is intended to be a real springboard for your career within the
Research department and the Group and should enable you to develop rapidly.

Profile








Young graduate holding a Master's degree in finance
You have a first successful experience in financial analysis
You show a stong interest for ESG topics with ideally a first experience in
SRI/ESG/Sustainability
You are curious, rigorous, perseverant, autonomous with excellent interpersonal skills
You are endowed with very good analytical, communicational and writing skills
Fluency in English (written and spoken) and French is mandatory, German is a plus.
Good working knowledge of Excel. Bloomberg and Factset practice would be a plus

Location and start date



Location : 96, boulevard Haussmann – Paris 8ème
Starting date : as soon as possible

www.oddo-bhf.com
Postulez en ligne, découvrez nos métiers, nos valeurs, notre philosophie, notre actualité…

